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ISS Policy Changes May Make It Harder for Some
Companies to Obtain Equity Share Approval
ISS’ decision to raise its scoring allocation towards the share pool duration factor and add a dilution
threshold will likely lead to the most impactful changes for companies seeking shares in 2019.
Institutional Shareholder Services (ISS) published material changes to its Equity Plan Scorecard (EPSC) approach, which
is used to determine whether it supports equity compensation plan proposals, on Dec. 19, 2018. Additionally, ISS
published new burn rate benchmarks, broken out in tabular form by index and GICS categorization. These changes will
go into effect for annual shareholder meetings beginning Feb. 1, 2019.
Of all the published changes to date, the higher scoring allocation towards the share pool duration factor will likely be the
most impactful for companies seeking shares in 2019. Additionally, the standalone dilution deal-breaker thresholds could
make it more difficult for companies with high overhang levels due to underwater stock options to receive ISS support for
even modest share pool requests.

New Dilution Deal-Breaker
In addition to the requirement that a company must pass the applicable quantitative scoring threshold for the EPSC,
firms now face a possible automatic negative recommendation from ISS if their “simple” dilution exceeds 20% for
S&P 500 companies or 25% for Russell 3000 index companies. This new dilution threshold does not apply to nonRussell 3000 companies or special cases (i.e., recent IPOs, spin-offs, and companies emerging from bankruptcy
with less than three full years of disclosed burn rate activity). Simple dilution is calculated as follows:
New shares requested + shares remaining available for grant + overhang attributable to equity compensation
Common shares outstanding
Companies making broad-based stock option grants throughout their organization may find themselves challenged by
these new deal-breaker thresholds. This could disproportionally affect certain sectors that have higher burn rates, such
as technology and life sciences companies. ISS says it won’t grant exceptions to the new policy. Note, this will not have
a material impact on most financial services firms, as they do not use stock options as a primary equity vehicle.
While dilution is a critical input of many institutional investors’ voting policies, companies will still likely be able to obtain
necessary shareholder support for limited share pool requests through enhanced proxy disclosure and proactive outreach
efforts.

Increased Weighting of Share Pool Duration Factor
ISS has lost an opportunity to review equity plans every few years due to recent changes made to the IRC Section
162(m) tax rules. As such, ISS has increased the weighting attributable to the share pool duration factor in the “Grant
Practices” pillar of the EPSC. Given this scoring methodology change, ISS is continuing to make it more difficult for
companies to seek share pools in excess of five years.

Change in Control Input Clarification
ISS also clarified that for the change-in-control (CIC) vesting factor in the “Plan Features” pillar of the EPSC, the
firm will rely solely on actual disclosures and plan document language as opposed to the actual vesting of awards.
Full points will be earned if the plan discloses with specificity the CIC vesting treatment for both time- and
performance-based awards. If the plan is silent on the CIC vesting treatment for either type of award, or if it provides
for merely discretionary vesting for either type of award, then no points will be earned for this factor.

New Burn Rate Tables
In addition to the updates on its EPSC methodology changes, ISS released its new burn rate benchmarks, as
shown below.

Figure 1: ISS 2019 Burn Rate Tables for S&P 500
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Figure 2: ISS 2019 Burn Rate Tables for Russell (Excluding S&P 500)
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As revealed in Figures 1 and 2, ISS burn rate thresholds did not materially change year-over-over for most sectors,
although there were some increases and decreases across select sectors. Consistent with prior years, the burn rate
factor continues to carry a high weighting in the overall scoring. As such, it is important for companies to monitor their
burn rate usage relative to ISS benchmarks and methodologies as part of a regular annual equity usage review.
If you have any questions about ISS policies and want to speak with one of our experts, please write to
info@mclagan.com.
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About McLagan
McLagan provides tailored talent, rewards, and performance expertise to financial services firms across the globe.
Since 1966, we have partnered with the largest and smallest financial services firms to help them make datadriven decisions to hire, retain, and engage the top talent for keeping the global economy running. Our
compensation surveys are the most comprehensive, in-depth source of rewards data covering over 150 countries
from more than 2,500 clients. Our consultants work with hundreds of firms annually to design total rewards
programs and benchmark financial performance for boards of directors, executives, employees, and sales
professionals. McLagan is a part of Aon plc (NYSE: AON). For more information, please visit mclagan.aon.com.

About Aon
Aon plc (NYSE:AON) is a leading global professional services firm providing a broad range of risk, retirement and
health solutions. Our 50,000 colleagues in 120 countries empower results for clients by using proprietary data and
analytics to deliver insights that reduce volatility and improve performance.
For further information on our capabilities and to learn how we empower results for clients, please visit
http://aon.mediaroom.com.
This article provides general information for reference purposes only. Readers should not use this article as a replacement for legal,
tax, accounting, or consulting advice that is specific to the facts and circumstances of their business. We encourage readers to
consult with appropriate advisors before acting on any of the information contained in this article.
The contents of this article may not be reused, reprinted or redistributed without the expressed written consent of McLagan. To use
information in this article, please write to our team.
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